Activities

JULY 2,
2019

388 activities presented
15,835+ people involved

Our campus makes connections, celebrates community,

and learns from activities such as discussion groups, speakers
and performers, film screenings, conferences, dances, retreats,
student panels, and educational trainings.
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LGBT Resource Center

2019–20 Year in Review

BIG Annual
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Each year, we offer
students legendary
traditions — and
legendary fun.

Re-Opening
David Bohnett
CyberCenter
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Q-Camp Orientation

T-Camp InterCampus Retreat
Dragalicious Drag Ball
A Queer Alliance Tradition

Pride Prom

A Queer Alliance
Youth Outreach Event

Lambda Celebration

44 Drop-In Hours

First in California!
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The UC Riverside campus was the first
to blaze trails and open minds on
the left coast.

Courageous

Spaces

Pride

FIRST in CA

We offer supportive spaces

where students can ask questions,
share thoughts, explore ideas,
make connections, and grow.
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25 Tuesday Talks

• to open a staffed campus
LGBT resource center

• to offer an LGBTQ
studies minor

• to offer a gender-inclusive
housing option to all
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Educational Trainings

& Presentations
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We educate others about sexual

Packages
delivered
to LGBTQ+
Graduating

orientation and gender identity,
creating a more LGBT-inclusive
campus community.

Students

41 presentations

Conference

1,760 people educated

QTPOCC Planning Committee, Chicano Student
Programs, and the LGBT Resource Center
collaborated to host the Queer Trans People
of Color Conference. Featuring the voices of

Community OUTreach

Angelica Ross, Bamby Salcedo, and Jade Phoenix.

Educators

The 2020 UCR Big Event of the Year.
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Our volunteer CORE peer educators raise awareness
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CCC + LGBTQ+

Summit

The largest gathering of LGBTQ+
community college people in the nation.

18 workshops and 2 plenaries offered
300+ people connected
56 community colleges represented

of the LGBT and allies community and educate others regarding
sexual orientation and gender identity. They rock!

47 CORE members 942 people in dialogue
14 student panels 28 tabling outreach events
Cultural & Educational

Programs
There are no shortages
of things to do, experiences
to share, and ways to connect.

